
Industrial Floor Marking Tapes and Shapes

Shop SafetyTac® at creativesafetysupply.com/safetytac



SAFETYTAC MAIN

The toughest floor marking tapes (and shapes) on the planet.
Resistant to forklifts, foot traffic, vehicles, chemicals and more. 

SafetyTac® Industrial Floor Marking Tapes hold up under the 
tough conditions of industrial workplaces. They can be applied 
quickly with little downtime. They’re versatile and serve many 
functions including providing traffic control, hazard alerts, and 
boundaries for workspaces and storage areas.

Watch video  
www.creativesafetysupply.com/safetytac

Shop SafetyTac®           

 www.creativesafetysupply.com/safetytac

by Creative Safety Supply
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FLOOR MARKING   SafetyTac®

http://www.labeltac.com/videos


SafetyTac® 2.0

     

ARMOR Technology™ 
PVC composite

70 mil   (0.070”)
     

     

Reinforced rubber/
cloth

     

2”, 4”

7

2 year limited

SafetyTac®

     

PVC composite

35 mil   (0.035”)
     

     

Reinforced rubber/
cloth

     

2”, 3”, 4”, 6”

11

1 year limited

SafetyTac® Lean

     

PVC composite

17 mil   (0.017”)
     

     

Reinforced clear 
acrylic

     

2”, 4”

7

1 year limited

SafetyTac® Hazard

     

PVC composite

35 mil   (0.035”)
     

     

Reinforced rubber/
cloth

     

2”, 3”, 4”, 6”

4

1 year limited

SafetyTac® Lean 
Hazard

     

PVC composite

15 mil   (0.017”)
     

     

Reinforced clear 
acrylic

     

2”, 3”, 4”

4

1 year limited
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SafetyTac® Tape Comparison

FEATURES

Overall 
Durability

Material

Thickness

Rigidity

Adhesive 
Type

Adhesive 
Strength

Widths

Color 
Options

Warranty

Heavy  
Industrial 
Vehicles

Forklifts & 
Pallet Jacks

Foot Traffic

Water

Industrial 
Cleaning 

Machines

Chemicals

Advanced 
Wheel Pivot 
Resistance

RESISTANCE
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SafetyTac® 2.0 sets the new standard for floor tape 
durability. Other floor tapes just can’t compare.

Virtually indestructible floor marking tape featuring 
ARMOR Technology™.

This tape has a low profile design for snag-free transitions 
for carts and pallets.

Specially engineered dense, flexible material that’s 
impact resistant and virtually indestructible.  

  UNBEATABLE PERFORMANCE

  SNAG-FREE

  ARMOR TECHNOLOGY™

SafetyTac® 2.0

SafetyTac® 2.0 is designed with ARMOR Technology™ to withstand 
the toughest industrial conditions. The denser material used in 
SafetyTac® 2.0 allows it to hold up to intense traffic, and the tape 
has advanced pivot resistance so forklifts and other vehicles can 
turn directly on the tape without causing damage. The unique 
design of this tape allows carts and other small-wheeled equipment 
to pass over the lines without snagging. Like standard SafetyTac® 
tape, SafetyTac® 2.0 is also resistant to wet conditions and 
chemical spills.

SafetyTac® 2.0 will hold up under the toughest conditions, including dirty, 
oily and wet work environments like auto shops.

2” x 50’ 4” x 50’

 Yellow SA201 SA401

 White SA202 SA402

 Black SA203 SA403

 Red SA204 SA404

 Green SA205 SA405

 Orange SA206 SA406

 Blue SA207 SA407

$100.00 $140.00

DURABILITY      

ADHESIVE      

RIGIDITY      

THICKNESS      

Material ARMOR Technology™ PVC composite
Thickness 70 mil   (0.070”)
Adhesive Reinforced rubber/cloth

Resistance
Industrial equipment, cars and trucks, forklifts 
and pallet jacks, heavy foot traffic, industrial 
scrubbers, water, many common chemicals

Application Hand or optional applicator
Warranty 2 year limited

FLOOR MARKING   Category
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FLOOR MARKING   SafetyTac® 2.0



Holds up to forklifts, pallet jacks, floor scrubbers, and trucks. 
Resists water and most chemicals.

This durable floor marking tape can handle your 
facility’s high traffic levels and tough conditions.

Pallets, carts, forklifts, and heavy traffic go right over 
this resiliant floor tape.

  INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH

DURABILITY      

ADHESIVE      

RIGIDITY      

THICKNESS      

  FORKLIFT RESISTANT

SafetyTac®

SafetyTac® floor marking tape is designed to withstand the tough 
conditions of an industrial workplace. SafetyTac®’s resilient 
material holds up to traffic and spills, and its reinforced rubber-
based adhesive keeps it in place, so it will get the job done for 
a long time. SafetyTac®’s unique design prevents the tape from 
getting caught on wheels or pallets. That means vehicles can 
easily slide over the tape without causing damage. SafetyTac® 
also has a low profile, so it won’t make walking surfaces uneven. 
No need to worry about pedestrians tripping. 

2” x 100’ 3” x 100’ 4” x 100’ 6” x 100’

 Yellow ST201 ST301 ST401 ST601

 White ST202 ST302 ST402 ST602

 Black ST203 ST303 ST403 ST603

 Red ST204 ST304 ST404 ST604

 Green ST205 ST305 ST405 ST605

 Orange ST206 ST306 ST406 ST606

 Blue ST207 ST307 ST407 ST607

Gray ST208 ST308 ST408 ST608

Purple ST209 ST309 ST409 ST609

Brown ST210 ST310 ST410 ST610

Clear ST211 ST311 ST411 ST611

$110.00 $140.00 $150.00 $180.00

Use SafetyTac® to create perfect aisles, pathways and boundaries that last 
for years in tough conditions.

Material PVC composite
Thickness 35 mil   (0.035”)
Adhesive Reinforced rubber/cloth

Resistance
Industrial equipment, cars and trucks, forklifts 
and pallet jacks, heavy foot traffic, industrial 
scrubbers, water, many common chemicals

Application Hand or optional applicator
Warranty 1 year limited
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SafetyTac® Lean is so thin, it’s not even as thick as a credit card.

Holds up to forklifts, pallet jacks, floor scrubbers, and trucks. 
Resists water and most chemicals.

This floor marking tape has the lowest profile of our 
tapes, so you’ll have smooth walking surfaces.

SafetyTac® Lean

SafetyTac® Lean floor marking tape is made with the same 
durable material as standard SafetyTac®, but it has an ultra-low 
profile that’s 40% thinner than most other industrial floor marking 
tapes. This means vehicles will have no problem moving over it 
and walking surfaces will be even. SafetyTac® Lean was designed 
like SafetyTac®, so wheels and pallets won’t get caught on it. It’s 
also resistant to water and chemicals. This tape is perfect for 
facilities with moderate foot and vehicle traffic.

2” x 100’ 4” x 100’

 Yellow SL201 SL401

 White SL202 SL402

 Black SL203 SL403

 Red SL204 SL404

 Green SL205 SL405

 Orange SL206 SL406

 Blue SL207 SL407

$85.00 $125.00

An ultra-low profile allows you to create smooth floor 
markings. It’s so thin, you’ll barely notice it’s there.

  INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH

  ULTRA-LOW PROFILE

DURABILITY      

ADHESIVE      

RIGIDITY      

THICKNESS      

Material PVC composite
Thickness 17 mil   (0.017”)
Adhesive Reinforced clear acrylic

Resistance

Moderate industrial and vehicle traffic, 
forklifts and pallet jacks, heavy foot traffic, 
industrial scrubbers, water, many common 
chemicals

Application Hand or optional applicator
Warranty 1 year limited

FLOOR MARKING   Category
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FLOOR MARKING   SafetyTac® Lean



Hazard-striped pattern provides a noticable visual cue to 
identify areas that require extra caution or attention.

This striped tape draws attention to dangerous 
areas and holds up to tough industrial conditions.

SafetyTac® Hazard

SafetyTac® Hazard floor marking tape is designed to draw 
attention to dangerous areas in the workplace, while also holding 
up to the tough conditions of an industrial facility. The two-tone 
stripe pattern comes in 4 color options so you can highlight 
different types of hazards. SafetyTac® Hazard’s durable material 
can withstand traffic and spills, and its reinforced rubber-based 
adhesive keeps it in place, so you can count on it getting the job 
done for a long time. SafetyTac® Hazard’s design allows wheels 
and pallets to slide over it without snagging, meaning the tape 
won’t get damaged either.

Holds up to forklifts, pallet jacks, floor scrubbers, and trucks. 
Resists water and most chemicals.

  HAZARD-STRIPED PATTERN

  INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH

DURABILITY      

ADHESIVE      

RIGIDITY      

THICKNESS      

2” x 100’ 3” x 100’ 4” x 100’ 6” x 100’

 Black/Yellow STH270 STH370 STH470 STH670

 Red/White STH271 STH371 STH471 STH671

 Black/White STH272 STH372 STH472 STH672

 Green/White STH273 STH373 STH473 STH673

$149.00 $169.00 $189.00 $229.00

Use SafetyTac®  Hazard to draw attention to dangerous areas that could 
harm or kill employees.

Material Hazard-striped PVC composite
Thickness 35 mil   (0.035”)
Adhesive Reinforced rubber/cloth

Resistance
Industrial equipment, cars and trucks, forklifts 
and pallet jacks, heavy foot traffic, industrial 
scrubbers, water, many common chemicals

Application Hand or optional applicator
Warranty 1 year limited
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Hazard-striped pattern provides a noticable visual cue to 
identify areas that require extra caution or attention.

This tape combines a low profile with hazard striping 
to call attention to danger anywhere in your facility.

SafetyTac® Lean Hazard

SafetyTac® Lean Hazard combines the eye-catching pattern 
of hazard tape with the ultra-low profile of SafetyTac® 
Lean. SafetyTac® Lean Hazard is available in 3 striped color 
combinations that allow you to draw attention to dangerous areas 
in your workplace. Like SafetyTac® Lean, this tape sits smoothly 
on your floors. It’s also resistant to water and chemicals. Choose 
SafetyTac® Lean Hazard for moderate-traffic areas where you 
also need hazard alerts.

2” x 100’ 3” x 100’ 4” x 100’

 Black/Yellow SLH270 SLH370 SLH470

 Red/White SLH271 SLH371 SLH471

 Black/White SLH272 SLH372 SLH472

 Green/White SLH273 SLH373 SLH473

$85.00 $105.00 $125.00

An ultra-low profile allows you to create smooth floor 
markings. It’s so thin, you’ll barely notice it’s there.

  HAZARD-STRIPED PATTERN

  ULTRA-LOW PROFILE

DURABILITY      

ADHESIVE      

RIGIDITY      

THICKNESS      

Material Hazard-striped PVC composite
Thickness 15 mil   (0.015”)
Adhesive Reinforced clear acrylic

Resistance

Moderate industrial and vehicle traffic, 
forklifts and pallet jacks, heavy foot traffic, 
industrial scrubbers, water, many common 
chemicals

Application Hand or optional applicator
Warranty 1 year limited

At a mere 0.015” thick, SafetyTac® Lean Hazard is the thinnest industrial-
grade floor tape on the market.

FLOOR MARKING   Category
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SafetyTac® Industrial Applicator
• For use with SafetyTac® floor tapes 
• Helpful for very long runs, or very large jobs (25+ rolls)
• Manufactured out of machined aluminum
• Automatic liner takeup
• Assembles in a few minutes

SafetyTac® Tamper Cart
• Designed to be loaded with weight (200 lb+) and pushed over freshly laid 

tape lines 
• Holds up to 300 lbs
• Steel body with aluminum and rubber roller
• Assembles in a few minutes

PART NUMBER COLOR WIDTH LENGTH PRICE

SG301 Yellow 3” 100’ $195.00
SG302 White 3” 100’ $195.00
SG304 Red 3” 100’ $195.00
SG305 Green 3” 100’ $195.00
SG307 Blue 3” 100’ $195.00

SafetyTac® GRIP
The strength of SafetyTac® plus anti-slip properties.
SafetyTac® GRIP was created to outlast all other traction and non-slip tapes by combining 
SafetyTac®’s known impact resistance with an anti-slip surface and an aggressive adhesive. 
SafetyTac® GRIP comes in 5 colors and provides maximum durability and slip resistance, even in 
heavy traffic areas. 

•  Slip-resistant surface 
•  Resistant to chemicals 
•  Cleans easily 
•  Includes low-level reflective properties 
•  Aggressive adhesive system bonds to a wide variety of surfaces 
•  1-year warranty

PART # DESCRIPTION PRICE

ST-APPL
SafetyTac® 
Industrial Applicator

$999.00

PART # DESCRIPTION PRICE

ST-TAMP
SafetyTac® Tamper 
Cart

$499.00
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SafetyTac® Inline Printed Floor Marking Tape
Upgrade your company’s floor marking layout with the SafetyTac® Floor 
Marking System. SafetyTac® Inline Printed Floor Marking Tape provides the 
ability to outline an area with a repeating message.

• Available in 4 widths
• Durable rigid PVC
• Strong rubber-based adhesive
• Low profile
• Industrial strength, withstands traffic
• Easy to install

A.  Danger: Arc Flash Hazard -  
Inline Printed Floor Marking Tape

C.  Warning: Watch Your Step -  
Inline Printed Floor Marking Tape

B.  Watch For Forklifts -  
Inline Printed Floor Marking Tape

PART NUMBER WIDTH LENGTH PRICE

SIP2-DNGR-AFH 2” 50’ $85.00
SIP3-DNGR-AFH 3” 50’ $109.00
SIP4-DNGR-AFH 4” 50’ $130.00
SIP6-DNGR-AFH 6” 50’ $199.00

PART NUMBER WIDTH LENGTH PRICE

SIP2-WRN-WYS 2” 50’ $85.00
SIP3-WRN-WYS 3” 50’ $109.00
SIP4-WRN-WYS 4” 50’ $130.00
SIP6-WRN-WYS 6” 50’ $199.00

PART NUMBER WIDTH LENGTH PRICE

SIP201-3WATF 2” 50’ $85.00
SIP301-3WATF 3” 50’ $109.00
SIP401-3WATF 4” 50’ $130.00
SIP601-3WATF 6” 50’ $199.00

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION PRICE

STINLINE2 SafetyTac® Inline Print - 2” x 50’ $85.00
STINLINE3 SafetyTac® Inline Print - 3” x 50’ $109.00
STINLINE4 SafetyTac® Inline Print - 4” x 50’ $130.00

SafetyTac® w/ Inline Print
Custom printed industrial floor tape.
SafetyTac® Industrial Floor Tape is available with custom in-line graphics, messages or logos. 
Customize your workplace with SafetyTac® that is relevant to your environment. 100% smear-
resistant.  Useful for creating floor tape with custom messages to warn against potential hazards, 
creating floor marking lines with your company logo embedded, or a host of other applications.

• Tape Color Options: Yellow, White
• Print Color Options: Black, Red, Blue
• ***MINIMUM 3 ROLLS PER ORDER*** To order, call 1-866-777-1360

CUSTOMIZABLE 
PRODUCT

NOTE: This product is non-returnable, with a 2 week lead time.

A

B

C

NOTE: Additional color combinations available. See website for details.

FLOOR MARKING   Category
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Black/Yellow 70

Red/White 71

Black/White 72

Green/White 73

SafetyTac® Shapes

To build part number, start with base part 
number (ie: STC6) and add two digit color 
code modifier (ie: 01) to create a final part 
number of STC601

Keep pallets, machinery, and materials where they belong 
with floor marking shapes. SafetyTac® Shapes round out our 
SafetyTac® collection of products with specific, made-to-order 
elements that complete your floor layout.

Once you’ve installed floor marking shapes, try combining 
them with other floor marking tapes to create a complete floor 
marking system.

Add +$15 per pack
for hazard striped color options

 Yellow 01

 White 02

 Black 03

 Red 04

 Green 05

 Orange 06

 Blue 07

Gray 08

Purple 09

Brown 10

Just peel off the backing 
and stick the tape to a 
clean, dry surface.

Durable shape styles, 
colors, and sizes for every 
job.

EASY TO APPLY

WIDE VARIETY OF 
SHAPE OPTIONS

LOW PROFILE,  
HIGHLY RESISTANT
Shapes sit smoothly on 
floor- won’t cause snags 
or tripping. Resistant 
to all kinds of industrial 
equipment and traffic.

Base part number Color code

STC601

All SafetyTac® Shapes          pg. 12

www.creativesafetysupply.com/safetytac-shapes

How to Order SafetyTac® Shapes  Choose a color  
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Corners, Squared 
4”x4”x1”

(40 per pack)

STCQ4

Corners, Squared 
6”x6”x2”

(25 per pack)

STCQ6

Corners, Rounded 
4”x4”x1”

(40 per pack)

STC4

Corners, Rounded 
6”x6”x2”

(25 per pack)

STC6

Large Corners, Squared 
10”x10”x4”

(15 per pack (30 pieces))

STCQ10

Mini Corners 
2”x2”x0.75”
(100 per pack)

STC2

T’s, Squared 
4”x4”x1”

(40 per pack)

STTQ4

T’s, Rounded 
4”x4”x1”

(40 per pack)

STT4

T’s, Squared 
6”x6”x2”

(25 per pack)

STTQ6

T’s, Rounded 
6”x6”x2”

(25 per pack)

STT6

X’s 
4”x4”x1”

(40 per pack)

STX4

Strips 
12”x2”

(25 per pack)

STS12

Strips 
6”x2”

(50 per pack)

STS6

Strips 
4”x2”

(100 per pack)

STS4

Dots 
2” Diameter
(100 per pack)

STD2

Dots 
3.5” Diameter

(50 per pack)

STD3

Small Footprints 
9.5”x3.5”

(13 L. / 12 R. per pack)

STF9

X’s 
6”x6”x2”

(25 per pack)

STX6

Footprints 
11.5”x3.5”

(8 L. / 7 R. per pack)

STF11

Arrows 
10”x3.5”

(25 per pack)

STA1

All shapes styles are $50.00 per pack
(add +$15 per pack for hazard striped color options)

See pg. 11 for information on how to order SafetyTac® Shapes

See pg. 11

SafetyTac® Shapes

14 Color Options Available

FLOOR MARKING   Category
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Need Floor Signs? You Can Make Your Own 
with LabelTac® Large Format Printers

LabelTac® 9 Printers give you the option to make large- 
format printing possible, allowing you to make signs people 

can’t help but see. An LCD display and clear media view 
window make this printer simple to use. This industrial 

printer is tough, durable, and reliable.

FLOOR MARKING   Category
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Learn more         www.labeltac.com/labeltac-9-printer/


